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A quick and easy reference to get the most out of your Android tablet It's not a computer and it's not a smartphone—so
what in the world is it? Whether you're new to Android or new to tablets altogether, you're about to experience mobile
computing like never before with this fun, full-color guide! In Android Tablets For Dummies, you'll find clear, easy-tofollow explanations for making sense of all the features native to Android tablets, as well as model-specific guidance.
Inside, trusted tech guru Dan Gookin—who wrote the very first For Dummies book in 1991—walks you through setting up
your Android tablet, navigating the interface, browsing the web, setting up email, finding the best apps, and so much
more. No matter which Android tablet tickles your fancy, this hands-on guide takes the intimidation out of the technology
and gives you everything you need to make the most of your new device. Set up your tablet, configure the Home screen,
and get connected Surf the web, send and receive email and texts, and use video chat and social media to keep in touch
with family and friends Have fun with photos, videos, games, eBooks, music, and movies Get up and running with the
Nougat Operating System If you're eager to learn the ins and outs of your Android device—but don't want to pull your hair
out in the process—this one-stop guide has you covered.
A Comprehensive User Guide with Clear Screenshots to Guide you in Mastering your Samsung Galaxy S20 FE 5G
Congratulations on buying the powerful Samsung S20 FE 5G. You now have in your hand a powerful device that can
perform several functions if only you know how to access all the hidden tips and tricks of the phone. Not to worry! This
user guide has explored all the tricks and tips that you need to know to familiarize yourself with the Samsung Galaxy
device. The phones offer fast 5G download speeds, excellent battery capacity, 120Hz display and fantastic camera
features like the 30x zoom, 64MP Camera, and so much more. There is a whole lot to know about these new Samsung
devices. This guide will explain even the tiniest function on this phone so that you can maximize the full potentials of your
phone. Here is a preview of what you would get from this guide: How to Set up the Samsung Galaxy S20 Power On/ Off
Your Device Auto- Restart Your Device Lift to Wake Feature Transfer Files Instantly with Quick Share Set Up and Use
Music Share Attend to Calls from Your Connected Devices Link Your Phone to Your Computer Enable Caller ID and
Spam Protection Enable Digital Wellbeing Using Samsung Finder Maximize Battery Life of your Phone Enable Fast
Charging Wireless PowerShare Customize the Home Screen and Lock Screen Manage Google Assistant on S20 Extend
the Timer Customize Slow Motion Videos Adjust the Motion Detection Box Enable Scene Optimizer Activate Shot
Suggestion Live Focus Modes Explore the Food Mode Automatically Correct Wide-Angle Shots Advanced Recording
Options Hide Front Camera Take Photos with Palm Play with Sound Settings (Separate App Sounds) Customize Sound
Based on Age Dolby Atmos Using UHQ Upscaler Change Bluetooth Audio Codec Explore the Sound Assistant App InDisplay Ultrasonic Fingerprint Scanner The Alternate Look Feature Using the Google Duo in the Phone Dialer Always On
Display Change Refresh Rate Screen mode Blue light filter Enable One-Handed Mode One-Hand Operation + App
Switch to Vivid Display Dual Messenger Get the Good Lock App Assistant Menu Pin Windows Feature And lots more!
Get this book today and begin to use powerful features that you never knew about.
p> The Samsung Galaxy Tab A 2019 is a series of three top notch devices. They include the Tab A 8.0'', 10.1'' and 8.0''
with stylus. Whichever device you go for in accordance with your screen size needs, just know that they are adapted to
deliver seamless productivity. However, there're two basic ways to explore the full potentials of your device; either by trial
and error or being guided by the renowned tech guru, M. Hamilton. The later way provides the easiest and safest way to
become a pro user of your Tab A device. Just follow through and discover exciting tips and tricks for your device.
"Android is the operating system on a wide range of tablets, and it is one of the major players in this market. This
determines the tablet's user interface and also a lot of its functionality. The latest version of Android is 7.0 Nougat and
improves upon what is already the most widely used operating system for tablets. Android Tablets for Seniors in easy
steps, 3rd Edition Looks at the range of devices available and their specifications and functionality. Explains the Android
operating system and how to use it on your tablet in terms of navigating around, performing all of your favorite tasks,
getting online and turning your tablet into a mobile library and entertainment center. Focuses on the latest version of
Android, 7.0 Nougat, and shows the enhancements that have been made over previous versions, such as multi-view
windows for viewing two apps at the same time, Quick Switch between apps, high-performance 3D graphics, a Doze
feature for saving battery power, a new range of settings for customizing Android, replying to notifications without having
to open a different app and enhanced safety and security features." -The Samsung Galaxy Tablets are very user-friendly, portable multimedia devices that offer a wide range of possibilities.
They are suitable for many different purposes. For instance, sending and receiving email messages, surfing the Internet,
taking notes, planning a trip, or keeping a calendar. The Samsung Galaxy Tablet comes equipped with a large number of
standard apps (programs) that you can use for instance, to work with photos, videos, and music. You can also
immediately share your photos with others.
Samsung didn't leave out the tablet lovers upon its recent gadgets releases in early August 2020. Samsung released
various smart devices and gadgets this August, and one of the smart devices is what this guide is talking about. The
Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7 Plus is a new evolution to the Samsung tab series. This new device is alternatively
called the pocket PC by users as it resembles a portable personal computer. This new tablet device is unique; a tablet
has never been this better, Samsung has hit the market again, and all tablet lovers are dying to get this unique portable
personal computer. The Samsung galaxy tab S7 and S7+ tablets are very light weighted, no need to worry about carrying
heavy phones; the tablet is slim and very elegant with beautiful exterior designs and finishing. The AMOLED super
screen is one of a kind and would allow gamers and movie lovers to be glued with their tasks for hours. Both adults and
kids would find the Galaxy Tab S7 and S7+ very useful; kids can use it to catch up on school drawings and artistic works,
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watch children shows, play games and read textbook applications on a wide colorful screen. If you have a child who
loves smart devices, buying the S7 tab for him/her would make them very happy, and they'd be able to develop specific
skills when using the device. Adults can also use the Galaxy tab S7 as a portable and movable personal computer; it can
be used for all kinds of office works like using the Microsoft suites and other office applications. The tab would serve as a
great portable PC next to your immovable real computer, so you can always catch up on your jobs. This guide brings you
all the information, details, features, and How-Tos of the new Samsung galaxy tab S7 and S7+; the guide contains
everything you need to know about this newly released device. Below are some of the things you'll learn when you read
this guide: Starting Up your galaxy Tab S7 and S7+ The new Book Cover Keyboard Software version of the tabs Battery
Capacity of the tabs How to Use Smart Switch to get old files The Tab S7 and S7+ Cameras The Book Cover Keyboard
RAM and Storage capacity Processor and Performance New Galaxy Tab S7 and S7+ S-Pen Features The Galaxy Tabs
and YouTube Premium Canva and Canva Pro How to Insert SIMCARD in the tab S7 and S7 Plus How to insert a
memory card in the tab S7 and S7+ How to take a screenshot and a screen record Hide your home navigation keys How
to install apps and uninstall them Google Apps How to set Dark mode Setting the Blue light filter How to adjust font size
and change font style Biometric Security Biometric and security features of Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+ Using the
smart lock feature How to check for software updates Using gestures and motions How to set App Timers How to enable
wind-down mode Device optimization How to scan for virus and malware How to change the language Accessibility
features Troubleshooting And much more... Reading this guide gives you the edge over your Galaxy tab S7 and S7+
Click the Orange BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK BUTTON on the top right corner and Download FREE with Kindle
Unlimited!!! You won't regret you did See you inside!!!
Explore your Galaxy Tab S with an expert tour guide at your side Samsung Galaxy Tab S For Dummies is a user-friendly
guide to getting the most out of your new tablet. You'll discover how different the tablet experience is from the desktop,
laptop, or smartphone, and learn how to take advantage of everything your Galaxy Tab S has to offer. This entertaining
guide walks you through each feature one by one, helping you learn exactly what your tablet can do for you. With
everything from reading to playing games and surfing the Internet, you will learn how to be productive and have fun, too!
Navigate your Galaxy Tab S easily, and get acquainted with the keyboard Send e-mail, browse the Web, and tap into
social media Make phone calls, take pictures, and hold video chats Play music, movies, games, and more Your Galaxy
Tab S has so much to offer — it's not a computer, but it is so much more than a smartphone. Samsung Galaxy Tab S For
Dummies is the perfect guide to getting to know your Galaxy S tablet, so settle in and see what your tablet can do.
Samsung Galaxy Tab for SeniorsVisual Steps Publishing
This book is an immersive guide to use your Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7+. It contains all the basic guides to
navigate you through getting started with your device while at the comfort of your home. This book is in four parts 1.
Setting up the Samsu Galaxy tab s7 from start to finish 2. Over 50 tab s7/s7 plus tricks 3. Exploring Samsung tab s7
camera 4. Troubleshooting common problems You'll be getting lots more from this simplified guidebook. Scroll up and hit
the BUY button.
The perfect book to help anyone 50+ learn the Samsung Galaxy S7 – in full color! My Samsung Galaxy S7 for Seniors
helps you quickly and easily get started with the new smartphone and use its features to look up information and perform
day-to-day activities from anywhere, any time. Veteran author Michael Miller has written more than 100 nonfiction books
and is known for his ability to explain complex topics to everyday readers. Michael wrote this book from the 50+ point of
view, using relevant examples and covering all the most popular tasks. Set up contacts, accounts, and voicemail Make
and receive voice and video calls Turn your phone into an alarm clock Explore the Web with Google Chrome Customize
your phone’s settings Master the arts of texting and emailing Take and share great photos and videos Get driving
directions Watch TV and movies in the palm of your hand Use your phone to monitor your health Learn all the exclusive
features of the Galaxy S7 Edge Keep your phone safe and secure
Contained in this user guide is a well written exhaustive user manual designed to teach all users how to use the new
Samsung galaxy Tab S 7 and S 7 plus. Every page you read has in it a diagrammatic illustration to guide you through the
tricks as well as setup. With this user guide, you are guaranteed of satisfaction when using your tablet.
Tablet PCs are taking the computing world by storm and with good reason: they are compact, powerful, mobile and
packed full of functionality for almost every need. The Samsung Galaxy Tab is one of the most popular Android tablets on
the market. Samsung Galaxy Tablet in easy steps shows how to customize the look and feel of your tablet. It gives a full
rundown of the latest version of the Android operating system and how to use it on your tablet in terms of navigating
around, performing all of your favourite tasks, getting online and turning your tablet into your own mobile entertainment
centre. Apps are a crucial part of Android tablets and this is covered in depth, from using the preinstalled apps, to
downloading and using the huge selection available from the Google Play Store as well as Samsung Apps. It also shows
how to use your Samsung tablet for your entertainment needs, including music, movies, photos, books and games.
Online connectivity is another vital element for tablets and the book looks at connecting to the Web via Wi-Fi, using
email, setting up online contacts and using all of your favourite social networking sites at the tap of a button. Security on
tablets is just as important as on any other computer and this is covered in terms of preventing access to your tablet and
staying safe online and when using your apps. Samsung Galaxy Tablet in easy steps will help you to quickly get up and
running with your Samsung tablet. Covers the Android Jelly Bean operating system.
Tablet computers are beginning to appear everywhere on the digital landscape and, at first sight, they can be slightly
daunting in terms of what they can do and how to make best use of them. Tablets are by no means a passing gimmick,
however, and in many ways they have the potential to replace desktop or laptop computers in many households. Tablets
are powerful, portable and packed full of functionality for most computing tasks. Android is the operating system on a
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wide range of tablets and it is one of the major players in this market. As the appetite for mobile computing increases, the
use of Android tablets is also likely to increase significantly. Android Tablets for Seniors in easy steps looks at the range
of devices available and their specifications and functionality. It also explains the Android operating system and how to
use it on your tablet in terms of navigating around, performing all of your favourite tasks, getting online and turning your
tablet into a mobile library and entertainment centre. Android tablets offer an interactive, touch screen experience and the
book shows how to get up and running with this so that you can quickly find your way around with Android. It also details
how you can use the Android settings to ensure that your tablet looks and works in exactly the way that you want. Apps
are the programs that give Android tablets their functionality and this is covered in depth, from using the preinstalled
apps, to downloading and using the huge selection available from the Google Play Store, which is linked directly to
Android tablets. It also shows how to get the best apps for popular activities such as travel, health and wellbeing, family
history and online shopping. Online connectivity is a vital element for tablets and the book looks at connecting to the web
via Wi-Fi, using email, making phone and video calls to family and friends with Skype and diving into the world of social
networking. Security on tablets is just as important as on any other computer and this is covered in terms of preventing
access to your tablet and staying safe online and when using your apps. Overall, Android Tablets for Seniors in easy
steps shows the value of having one of these devices and presents clear and visually attractive advice, in larger type for
easier reading, about joining the latest computer revolution so that you can feel confident about participating in the world
of mobile computing. The book features the Google Nexus but is applicable to all tablets running the Android operating
system.
Your guide to the new Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK For Dummies provides you with all
the information you need to get the most out of your NOOK tablet. You'll quickly get up to speed on the basics, like using
the touchscreen technology, setting up wireless access, and performing software updates. Then you'll get introduced to
the fun stuff: downloading and shopping for e-books, using the built-in web browser, streaming videos from Netflix, Hulu,
and other sources, and creating cool slideshows of photos from your digital camera. If that's not enough to pique your
interest, you'll find out how to use the Android-based applications that come with the Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK,
interact with the device using the built-in microphone, create your own e-books, archive your e-books, and so much
more! Bringing together the absolute best of two worlds, the Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 Nook is a co-branded e-reader
tablet produced by Samsung and Barnes & Noble. By teaming up with a thriving hardware brand, the creators of the
NOOK have been able to focus on developing a more competitive device, giving you a better-performing and sleeker
user-experience. With the help of this book, you'll get expert guidance on discovering everything this cool new tablet has
to offer. Four-color design brings the information to life Offers clear instruction on navigating the touchscreen, browsing
the web, and staying connected with email Covers the latest books, apps, magazines, and more Provides step-by-step
guidance on streaming video, playing music, and reading e-books If you've just purchased this awesome new device and
want to find out everything it can do for you, you'll find Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 NOOK For Dummies out of this world.
Make the best use of your Samsung S7/S7+ device Unboxing your device feels great, how much more using it like a
pro?! There's a whole lot of information to learn about your Tab S7 device. Utilizing every single function is the objective
of this manual. Whether you use the Samsung Tab S7 or the S7 plus variant, this manual is specially written to work you
through the basics of using your device. You will also learn how to: Use the Samsung S pen like a pro Use the DeX mode
Customize Bixby routines Personalize Digital Wellbeing Optimise your Samsung Secure folder Use the Tab S7 camera
like a pro And other 101 tips and tricks
Excel 2013 in easy steps shows you how to quickly get to grips with the new features of Microsoft’s latest version of this
popular spreadsheet application. Excel 2013 brings more intuitive ways to explore, analyse and display your data, and
simplifies sharing and collaborating using cloud storage. Excel 2013 in easy steps explores the Ribbon interface provided
by Office 2013 and the subscription version, Office 365. It shows you how to create and manipulate worksheets, starting
with the basic concepts, then introducing functions and features that allow you to organize and manage vast amounts of
information. It covers the Excel Table data list structures, advanced functions and Excel add-ins, and shows you how to
present your worksheet data in chart formats. The book will help you to create macros, recorded or via Visual Basic.
You'll learn how to use templates, tools and other resources to help you apply Excel to various tasks. You'll link your
worksheets to other workbooks and get automatic updates. It also covers Excel on the Internet, using the Office Web
Apps. Written concisely, yet comprehensively, Excel 2013 in easy steps uses detailed images and easy-to-follow
instructions to get you up to speed with Excel, whether you’re just upgrading from a previous version or you are new to
the spreadsheet concept.
??? Learn the Samsung Galaxy ??? You've heard all about how great your new high-tech phone is! Terrific! But how on Earth do you use all
of those features?! There are plenty of books that will tell you every single thing you can do with your new phone. And I mean everything,
because they're hundreds of pages long! This book is for people who want to know how to use the features they'll actually use! If you are
looking for something comprehensive--that tells you how to side load apps and do things the average person who never does, then keep
looking. But if you need something that will help you get started, then read on! Inside, you'll learn about: What makes Galaxy different from
iOS, Android, and other smartphones Using Samsung SmartTag Setting up your phone Making calls Installing apps Accessibility features
Using the camera Surfing the Internet Changing system settings And much more! This guide also includes a bonus guide on using Gmail.
NOTE: This guide is not endorsed by Samsung and should be considered unofficial.
Offers step-by-step instructions on using the Samsung Galaxy Tab 4, discusses how to connect to Wi-Fi, and shows how to download and
install new apps.
Do you want a cheaper alternative to the iPad Pro 2020? Then read on...This eBook provides an immersive guide to use your Samsung
Galaxy Tab S7 and S7+. It contains all the basic guides to navigate you through getting started with your device while at the comfort of your
home.The Samsung DeX - a feature you can use to connect your device to your Smart TVs and others - was fully discussed for users who
just want to do more with their device. For artists or creative writers who just want to draw with their stylus Pen, this is a guide for you. While
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some people just want to navigate the internet, make calls and send messages to their loved ones on their Galaxy Tab; you are in the right
place to. This book will give you all the guides you need to work with your device.Get more information such as;How to get started with
Samsung Tab S7 and S7+How to charge your tab S7 and S7+How to Boost your Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+ device's charging speed
How to Install SIM card on Samsung Galaxytab S7 and S7+How to Install a memory card on Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+How to
Remove memory card from Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+How to Format Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+ memory cardHow to setup
Samsung Account on Samsung tab S7 and S7+ How to Sign in to your Samsung account How to Find your ID and resetting your password
on Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+ How to Transfer files or other contents from your old tablet or other devices to Samsung Galaxy tab S7
and S7+How to Transfer your files using your USB cable to Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+How to Transfer files from your Windows and
Blackberry phones to Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+How to Create folders for apps on the Home screen of Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and
S7+ Important Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+ icons and their meaningsNotification panel of the Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+How to
use quick setting buttons on the Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+ How to Control media playback on the Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+
How to Control nearby devices with Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+How to use Screen capture and screen record on Samsung Galaxy tab
S7 and S7+How to Change the input language on Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+How to Instal or uninstal apps on Samsung Galaxy tab
S7 and S7+S Pen features of Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+Air actions features of Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+Taking pictures with
the S Pen on Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+How to Connect another S Pen to Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+Using Air command on
Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+S Pen features of Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+Bixby feature of Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+How
to Add recommended routines on Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+Samsung DeX features of Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+Biometric and
security features of Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+How to use the Camera features of Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+ Download this
manual by clicking the BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK Button to get stated.
MASTER THE NEW SAMSUNG GALAXY S20, S20 PLUS & S20 ULTRA 5G: TIPS, TRICKS, HIDDEN FEATURES, AND
TROUBLESHOOTING COMMON PROBLEMS Have you just bought the Samsung S20, S20 Plus, or S20 Ultra 5G device, and looking to
learn more about the capabilities of the new flagship devices from Samsung? The new Samsung Galaxy S20 devices are unarguably one of
the most rugged and sophisticated smartphone devices in the world today. They come with lots of amazing features that make a crystal clear
and unique difference in the way it wants you to connect with others, and how you carry out your day-to-day activities. It is capable of
performing different functions, and it gives its users ease while operating this device. With this manual, you will be furnished with the step-bystep process on how to effectively manage, navigate, and use your new device like a pro. It exposes all the hidden features, tips and tricks,
advanced settings, and how you can troubleshoot common problems without having to visit any Samsung support center. This book contains
images and icons to teach the reader how to set up and configure their device without making any mistakes. It is not just like every other book
that has words in it, but it's a book that thoroughly guides you, and this book explores some perfect pictures to illustrate its points to the
reader. Make the decision now! click the Buy-now button to make this excellent guide yours today.
??? You got a Galaxy! Where's the manual?! ??? The Galaxy is a powerful tablet. I’m sure you are excited to get the most out of it. But what
if your all new to this tablet thing? Or maybe you’ve used tablets before, but not one made by Samsung—the iPad, for instance. This guide
has you covered! If you are looking for something comprehensive--that tells you how to side load apps and do things the average person who
never do, then keep looking. But if you need something that will help you get started, then read on! Inside, you'll learn about: What makes
Galaxy different from iOS, Android, and other smartphones Setting up your tablet Installing apps Accessibility features Using the camera
Surfing the Internet Changing system settings And much more! NOTE: This guide is not endorsed by Samsung and should be considered
unofficial. It is based off of the "The Ridiculously Simple Guide to Samsung Tab" but has bonus content.
This user guide contains an exhaustive information on how to use the new Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 Plus. This user guide is designed
to help users (both Seniors and Juniors) to master the new Samsung's Tablet devices. The Galaxy Tab S7 plus is specially designed for
seniors largely because of its magnificent display.
THE 2019 SAMSUNG GALAXY TAB S6 TIPS AND TRICKS FOR THE ELDERLY If you are the on-the-go professional who is looking for a
tablet that can also function as a laptop to get jobs done, then the Samsung Galaxy TaboS6 is the tablet to use. The tips and tricks in this
book are essential for iPhone switchers, or novice Android users who wish to navigate their Galaxy Tab S6 seamlessly. The book also
contains hidden advanced features you may never find in any manual. It walks you through the initial setup process and provides an insight
into the essential functions of the Tab S6 such as settings for basic features such as biometrics and security, camera enhancement, battery
enhancement, eliminating redundancy, split screen for multitasking, tracking your lost device too advance functions like setting up advanced
Bixby Routines, Samsung DeX Experience, advanced S Pen features and tips for users with impaired visions, hearing and reduced dexterity
to seamlessly use the Samsung Galaxy Tab S6. Other useful tips you will get in this book include: Why you should get the Galaxy Tab S6
over iPad Pro Recommended Accessories for the Tab S6 How to Set up the Galaxy Tab S6 How to Transfer Data from an old Phone to the
Galaxy Tab S6 Some Important Indicator icons and their Meaning How to Block Calls from Unwanted Numbers/Callers Common On Screen
Gestures How to access hidden tricks for the S Pen S Pen Icons and Meaning How to take Photos with the S Pen How to create Augmented
Reality (AR) Doodle Powerpoint Presentation with the S Pen Language Translation with the S Pen How to Unlock Phone Screen with the S
Pen Some Writing Tips for the Samsung Note How to setup the Air View features How to set up Adaptive Brightness How to set up Blue Light
Filter How to Set Tablet for Faster Screen flow Accessing the Tablet's Digital Wellbeing features How to use advanced Bixby Routines How
to Create Emoji Stickers on the tablet How to Create Fun Photos or Videos Using Emoji Tips to Playing Games on the Tab S6 The Tab S6
DEx Mode Experience How to use Samsung SmartThings on the Tablet Tips to use the Tab S6 for Users with Impaired vision, hearing and
reduced dexterity How to Troubleshooting: - Network or Service Error - Cellular network Disconnects Often - Touchscreen response problems
- Device Freezes - When Calls don't Connect - Bluetooth Not Working Properly - GPS Location Not Working And many more tips Wait no
further, Scroll up and hit the "BUY BUTTON" to get this manual into your Kindle library and be a Galaxy Tab S6 Expert.
READ THIS STEP BY STEP USER MANUAL BEFORE YOU BUY THE NEW SAMSUNG GALAXY TAB S7 AND S7 PLUS Samsung is back
yet again with a new release of the Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 Plus. While Android tablet producers may have found it challenging to create a
stunning device to compare with Apple's iPad Pro 2020, the Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 Plus is undoubtedly one that can match it. There was
massive improvement recorded from the last Samsung Galaxy Tab S6, which was released in July 2019. In contrast with the Galaxy Tab S6,
which has 10.5 inches screen, 7,040 mAh in battery capacity, and Snapdragon 855 processor, the Galaxy S7 has an 11-inch screen, 8,000
mAh in battery capacity and a processor of Snapdragon 856. However, that is not all because the Galaxy S7 Plus, which is an improvement
to the S7, has 12.4 in screen and 10,090 mAh in battery capacity. Nonetheless, if you are looking to buy either the Galaxy Tab S7 or the S7
+, it is essential to know everything about the device ranging from its features to what the device can do. Also, you will learn about the various
how to's that will make you become a pro with the Galaxy Tab S7 or the S7+ in no distant time. Here is the list of things you will learn when
you get the Galaxy Tab S7 or the S7 Plus Guide: Specifications of Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 Plus Samsung Galaxy S7 vs. Tab S7
Plus: Which is the ideal device to purchase? Price and release date of Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 Plus Samsung DeX on Samsung
Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 + Features of Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 Plus Benefits of using Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 +Downsides
to the Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 Plus How to connect another S Pen S Pen features Design of the Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7
Plus Display of the Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 + S Pen of the devices Battery life and performance of Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7
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+ Why my device heats up suddenly? What to do if your Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 Plus heats up How to charge Samsung Galaxy Tab
S7 and S7 Plus battery Some battery Tips How to turn Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 Plus on and off How to set up Samsung Galaxy Tab
S7 and S7 + Samsung Account How to create a valid Samsung Account How to transfer data from former device to Samsung Galaxy Tab S7
and S7 + How to switch between home and apps screens How to create folders Basic Indicator signs How to perform screen recording on
Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 Plus How to perform a screenshot How to use Samsung Galaxy Store How to set up app permissions How
to use Air Actions How to take photos with S Pen How to reset your S Pen How to create notes Introduction to Bixby How to set up Bixby
How to use Bixby How to launch a Bixby vision Phone App How to make calls How to receive calls How to add a phone number to contacts
How to add contacts How to create groups Messages How to send and view messages How to Use the Camera How to take photos
Samsung Kids How to use parental control features Troubleshooting Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 + What to do if the device does not
turn on Touchscreen not responding Calls are not coming through Bluetooth not functioning well And many more... You Can Download FREE
with Kindle Unlimited and Configure Various Setting on Your Device. So what are you waiting for? Scroll up and Click the Orange - BUY
NOW WITH 1-CLICK BUTTON- on the top right corner and Download Now!!! You won't regret you did See you inside!!!

Congratulations on purchasing the latest addition to the Samsung Galaxy Tab family. The Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 Plus
are powered by intelligent processors. You paid a lot of money for this device, so you need a user guide that contains all the
hidden tips and tricks to help you maximize the full potentials of the Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 serries. This is a step by step guide
to get you started with your device without hassle. The book contains all the Samsung Tab S7/S7+ settings and what you need to
know about getting the most of your device. The author took a critical review of some important Samsung features, like the S Pen,
and how you can use these features to work some amazing projects. Talking about using one stone to kill two birds, the book
discusses the camera feature of the Samsung Galaxy tab S7/S7+ and how you can use the camera to record and take cinema
worthy videos and pictures. Here is a preview of what you would get from this guide: How to Insert SIM and Micro SD How to
Charge the Battery How to Set up the Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 Series Power On/ Off Your Device Transfer Files Instantly Making
Calls Messaging Gestures and Navigation The S Pen Air Features Setting up Samsung Account Understanding the screen
Controlling the Touchscrren Navigation bar Apps instalation and Management Bixby Samsung Dex Camera Tips and Tricks
Biometric and Security And lots more!
If you are making the switch from iPhone to Samsung or are upgrading from another Android or Samsung phone, then this guide
will walk you through the basics of the OS.
Offers step-by-step instructions on using the Samsung Galaxy Tab and the Note, discusses how to connect to Wi-Fi, and shows
how to download and install new apps.
This book is a user guide which contains vital information (updated) on Samsung Galaxy Tab A that will get you acquainted with
the device even before using it.This user manual has been written to expose users to those newly added features that often times
elude the user.
There are a lot of cool things Your Samsung Galaxy A32 Phone can do that can make you more productive, unleash your
creativity, or just wow your friends. Even better yet, there are always hidden Galaxy A32 tips and tricks you can learn to make your
life easier (and some are just plain cool). This guide covers the cool things you can do with the a32 series that will help you justify
the extra money you spent on it compared to a standard Smartphone. This guidebook features detailed step-by-step instructions
on how to use the new Samsung Galaxy A32. With its simple and easy-to-understand term to help beginners and seniors to fully
master and explore the full potential of this new device as it covers from the basic setup down to complex accessibility features. So
get the guide now and add them to your library today!
An introduction to the tablet computer covers such topics as personalizing settings, voice commands, social networking, sharing
and printing photos, and video chatting.
Maximize your Samsung Galaxy S20 FE Experience with this all in one guide! The Samsung Galaxy S20 FE is everything you
need, and nothing else. Samsung pared down its flagship S20 series to a more affordable price, and the result is a value-minded
standard-bearer to properly face up against the forthcoming iPhone 12 line. With fast performance, solid cameras, and often
substantial discounts at major wireless providers, the S20 FE 5G is a masterpiece. To learn more about the your new flagship
device and ways to get the best out of it, you need this guide. This book contains images and illustrations to help you understand
your new device better and learn how to use it. Here are some of the topics covered: Set Up Samsung Galaxy S20 Auto Restart
Your Phone Enable Fast Charging Charge Your Phone Wirelessly Wireless PowerShare Customize the Side Key Customize
Home and Screen Grid Lock Home Screen Layout Add Apps to Home Screen Hide Apps Sort Apps Clean Up the App Drawer
Hide the Front Camera Download Samsung Themes, Wallpapers and Icons Change Button Order for the Quick Settings Panel
Show Brightness Bar on Top Customize Dark Mode Blue Light Filter Take 108 Megapixels Images Shoot with Ultra-wide Camera
Activate 100X Zoom Shoot Live Focus Photos/ Videos Change Video Resolution Settings Shoot a Pro Video Customize Pro Video
Size and Resolution Shoot HDR10+ Video Save Raw Capture Ultra-Wide Lens Correction Shoot Hyperlapse Videos Record 8k
Videos Smart Selfie Angle Record Quick Video Taking Burst Shots Capture GIFs Add Filter to a Photo Edit 8K Video Shoot and
Super Slow-Mo Videos Smart Crop Group Similar Images Create Video Collage Use Video Wallpaper Enable Dolby Atmos Enable
Dolby Atmos for Gaming Add Sound Profile Customize Edge Lighting Enable Edge Panel. Motion Smoothness Show Battery
Percentage Customize the Navigation Bar Enable Face ID Unlock Always On Display Enable Dynamic Lock Screen Add Contact
Information Set Up Fingerprints/ Facial Recognition Disable Fingerprint Animation Disable Screen Transition Effect Turn Off
Password Visibility Turn On PIN Window Split Screen Create and Hide Secure Folder Screenshot with the S Pen Screen Recorder
Reduce Animation Lift to Wake Double Tap to Wake Palm Swipe to Capture One-Handed Mode Dual Messenger Swipe to Call or
Send Messages Smart Pop-up View Change or Clear Default Apps Uninstall/ Disable an App Set Up Samsung Daily Set Up and
Pay with Samsung Pay Enable Nearby Share Enable Quick Share Enable Music Share Call and Text on Other Devices Disable
Character Previews Customize Auto-fill Service Enable Interaction Control Turn on Developer's Option USB Debugging To grab a
copy, please scroll to the top of this page and click the buy now button!
The Perfect Guide for Beginners and Advanced Users Now that you have purchased the latest Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 or S7
Plus, what next! Do you want to know all the hidden settings on your device? Do you want to find shortcuts to several settings on
your device? Are you searching for a guide that covers all the tips and tricks for the Galaxy tablet? Then search no more as this
user guide is all you need to easily and quickly navigate your tablet, find hidden settings, and discover great and new features.
Whether you are a beginner or an advanced user, you will find all the basic and advanced tips and tricks to get the most out of
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your tablet. Some of the things you will find in this book includes: How to set up you Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 plus How to
transfer Data from old device How to Transfer your files using your USB cable to Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+ How to enable
smart things in Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 plus Force close apps in Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 plus Using the secure
folder in Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 plus Split screen apps in Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 and S7 plus. Dual messenger Take
ultra-wide photos Get shot suggestions on the camera app How to use AR emoji Camera Customize the notification settings. Set
up Biometrics, Irises and Passcodes for Security. Scene optimizer How to customize Home Screen How to customize the app
screen Samsung Accounts How to efficiently use the navigation Settings. Taking advantage of Video & Sound Enhancer. Set up
Dark Mode. Set up Edge Lighting. Multipack Wallpaper Option. Using Air command on Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+ Samsung
DeX features of Samsung Galaxy tab S7 and S7+ And So Much More. Download this manual by clicking the BUY NOW WITH
1-CLICK Button to get stated. Download FREE with Kindle Unlimited! Read on your favorite devices such as Kindle, iPhone, iPad,
Android cellular phone, tablet, laptop, or computer with Amazon's free reading Kindle App.
This book shows you new tips and in-depth tutorials you need to know about the new and exciting iPhone 8 features and the iOS 13 user
interface. This book would help you manage, personalize, and communicate better using your new iPhone 8, and iPhone 8 Plus cell phone
optimally. You would discover how to set-up your phone correctly, how to customize the iPhone, as well as fantastic tips & tutorials you never
would imagine to know about your iPhone. In this book, you will learn; -iPhone 8 correct set-up process -In-depth tutorial for optimizing
iPhone -In-depth camera and photography tutorial -How to fix common iPhone 8 problems -23 Top iPhone Tips and Tricks -iPhone 8 Series
Security Features -Apple ID and Face ID Set-up and Tricks -Apple Face ID Hidden Features -All iPhone 8 Gestures you should know -How to
Hide SMS notification content display on iPhone screen -How to use the virtual Home button ...and a lot more. It is the complete guide for
you.
Windows 8 was a revolutionary update of the popular operating system from Microsoft. With a brand new interface, new ways of getting
around and accessing items and new possibilities for mobile devices, Windows 8 took the computing experience to the next level. However,
there were still a few areas for improvement and these have been addressed with Window 8.1. Windows 8.1 in easy steps shows you how to
get up to speed with this latest version of Windows and begins by detailing how to get to grips with the Windows 8.1 interface. It deals with
the basics such as accessing items, personalizing your screen and using additional controls that are available from the sides of the screen.
The books includes the new features that have been added since Windows 8: the return of the Start button; options for booting up to the
Desktop; viewing up to four apps on screen at the same time; an enhanced SkyDrive feature for online storage and sharing; and a unified
search facility that enables you to search over your computer and the Web. A lot of the functionality of Windows 8.1 is aimed at touchscreen
devices, whether they are desktop computers, laptops or tablets. This is dealt with in terms of navigating around, as well as showing how
everything can still be done with a traditional mouse and keyboard. Apps are at the heart of Windows 8.1 and the newly designed Windows
Store has an app for almost everything you could want to do. The book shows how to access and download apps and then how to work with
them, and organize them, when you have them. As well as the new features that are covered, all of the old favourites are looked at in detail,
such as working with folders and files, accessing the Internet, using email, working with photos and video, networking with Windows and
system security. Windows 8.1 will open your eyes to a new way of computing and Windows 8.1 in easy steps will help you see clearly so that
you can quickly feel comfortable and confident with this exciting new operating system. Covers the 8.1 update released October 2013 and the
Windows 8.1 Update 1 released April 2014.
Adobe's best-selling Photoshop Elements for editing images is updated with even more features to enhance pictures. And Photoshop
Elements 12 in easy steps reveals all the key features on offer for you to perfect your photos. It'll help you to quickly master Elements'
interface then show you how to: Transfer your images from your camera and keep them organized on your computer by people, events or
placesEnhance colours, eliminate undesired blemishes and unwanted objects to perfect your photosMerge your photos to create a new
image and add clever effects to highlight selected aspects of your snap. Add a personal note or create your own pop art. Then share your
unique photo through Facebook, Flickr or Adobe's Private Web Album app. Or simply print and frame your work of art! Photoshop Elements
12 in easy steps covers versions for both PC and Mac users and demonstrates both the fun and the functionality of image editing which
makes Photoshop Elements 12 the perfect image editing program for any photography enthusiast.
This book is a user guide for Beginners and Seniors with tips and tricks to master the new Samsung Galaxy A02s like a pro.
A Comprehensive User Guide with Clear Screenshots to Guide you in Mastering your Samsung Galaxy S20, S20 Plus and S20 Ultra
Congratulations on purchasing the latest addition to the Samsung Galaxy family, the S20 series. Now, you need a well-illustrated user guide
that contains all the hidden tips and tricks to help you to maximize the full potentials of your Samsung S20. This user guide contains all the
hidden tricks and tips that you need to know to familiarize yourself with the Samsung S20, S20+, and S20 Ultra. The Galaxy S20 series is a
powerful flagship phone that comes with several new features, some of which are not yet available in any other smartphone brand in the
world today. You have the advanced cameras, smooth 120Hz display, 100X zoom, and other amazing features packed in a compact design.
There is a whole lot to know about these new Samsung devices, and we have combined all this information into this easy to understand and
well-illustrated user guide. Here is a preview of what you would get from this guide: How to Set up the Samsung Galaxy S20 series Power
On/ Off Your Device Auto- Restart Your Device Lift to Wake Feature Transfer Files Instantly with Quick Share Set Up and Use Music Share
Attend to Calls from Your Connected Devices Link Your Phone to Your Computer Enable Caller ID and Spam Protection Enable Digital
Wellbeing Using Samsung Finder Maximize Battery Life of your Phone Enable Fast Charging Wireless PowerShare Customize the Home
Screen and Lock Screen Manage Google Assistant on S20 Using Bixby Shoot and edit 8k Video on Galaxy S20 Remove Flickering from
Your Videos Add a Trippy Audio Track Extend the Timer Customize Slow Motion Videos Adjust the Motion Detection Box Add a Filter to your
Videos Enable Scene Optimizer Activate Shot Suggestion Live Focus Modes Explore the Food Mode Automatically Correct Wide-Angle
Shots Advanced Recording Options Hide Front Camera Take Photos with Palm Play with Sound Settings (Separate App Sounds) Customize
Sound Based on Age Dolby Atmos Using UHQ Upscaler Change Bluetooth Audio Codec Explore the Sound Assistant App In-Display
Ultrasonic Fingerprint Scanner The Alternate Look Feature Enable Wi-Fi Calling on the Galaxy S20 Using the Google Duo in the Phone
Dialer Always On Display Change Refresh Rate Screen mode Blue light filter Enable One-Handed Mode One-Hand Operation + App Switch
to Vivid Display Dual Messenger Get the Good Lock App Assistant Menu Pin Windows Feature And lots more!
Hudl from Tesco is one of the latest entrants to the world of tablet computers, and Hudl in easy steps covers the A to Z of setting up and
using this popular 7-inch Android tablet, including: Watching TV and moviesReading ebooksPlaying gamesBuying and listening to
musicSurfing the WebStaying in touch using social networking, email, messaging, video callsTaking photos and videoUsing widgets and
Google Now to be on the ballFinding, downloading and using all the key appsSetting up parental controls and staying safe online And more!
With Hudl in easy steps at hand, you and your family will soon be taking full advantage of everything the Hudl has to offer. Enjoy!
If you're a SENIOR or anyone in search of an easy step-by-step guide, then this user manual is for you! This user guide is a must-have for
anyone who wants to know how to really operate the Galaxy A52 (5G) and A72 smartphones. A recent survey showed that more than 80% of
Samsung users under-use their mobile devices. To help you maximize all the features of your device, you'd need an easy to follow user
guide. This manual will provide you with all the information you need to use your smartphone like a pro. Made simple for you! This book is a
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comprehensive user manual with clear step-by-step illustrations to guide you through mastering your new device. When you get this book,
you'd learn how to: * Power on your device * Set up your Galaxy A52 smartphone * Lock and Unlock your device * Use biometric security *
Remap the side key * Disable, enable, and customize Bixby * Use the superfast charging on your device * Transfer old files and data easily *
Customize notification features * Customize the home screen * Effectively use Always On Display * Use the camera options like a pro * Use
the pin window feature * Enable lift-to-wake * Maximize battery life of your device * Enable Eye comfort shield * Troubleshoot common
problems * And so much more! This book is designed to equip you with all you need to navigate through your phone like a pro! Get a copy
now by scrolling up and tapping the buy button.
Need help with your new Android phone or tablet? Are you new to smartphones in general, or coming from an iPhone or Blackberry? The
Guide to Android for Seniors is a book written specifically for those who have difficulty using electronics, such as phones, personal
computers, and tablet computers. There is a wealth of knowledge about all types of Android devices in this book, regardless of the
manufacturer or model, and can be easily accessed and navigated for quick reference. Whether you are puzzled about managing your
electronic address book, or how to take and send a picture to a friend, you will find the information in this guide. The Internet is riddled with
advanced tips and tricks, but the goal of this book is to sort through the extra information to simplify your first experience with using an
Android phone or tablet. Help is here! Here are some examples of the topics discussed in this guide: - Charging the Device - Finding the
Android Buttons - Calling a Contact - Assigning a Speed Dial - Using the Speakerphone During a Voice Call - Adding a New Contact Composing a New Text Message - Adding an Attachment to a Text Message - Taking a Picture - Capturing a Video - Navigating to a Web
Page - Setting Up Email - Setting Up a Google Account - Buying an Application - Importing Your Contacts from Another Phone - Adjusting the
Brightness - Saving on Data Costs with Your Phone PLUS, what to do when the phone - Does not turn on - Can't make a call - Touchscreen
does not respond as expected ...and much more!
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